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Introduction

RAID technology has a single primary focus: to apply mathematical techniques to
organize data on multiple data storage devices such that in the event of one or more
device failures, the original data stored is still available. In this project, we attempt to
quantify the increased reliability that is achieved by constructing RAID systems with
more robust error correcting codes. We assume that a RAID system consists of N
data drives and M check drives containing redundant data, for a total of T = N +M
drives. In the face of up to M drive failures, all original data may be recovered from
the remaining N drives. A simultaneous failure of M + 1 or more drives results in
unrecoverable data loss. We measure the reliability of a system by the Probability of
Data Loss within 5 years of deployment (PDL5).

Model 1: No Repair

We start with a simple model of RAID reliability in which failed hard drives are never
repaired. We model this system as a discrete state, continuous time Markov process
with M + 2 states, as shown below. State i indicates that i drives have failed. The
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system is initialized in state 0 with all drives working. When a drive fails the system
moves from state i to state i + 1. If drives fail independently at a constant rate of
failure λ per drive, then the system moves from state i to i+1 with an effective failure
rate λi = (T − i)λ. If the system enters state M + 1, the failure state, then the RAID
system has failed, and data has been lost.
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We may numerically calculate
PDL5 using the Kolmogorov-
Chapman equations and other
standard techniques for Markov
chains. This figure shows PDL5
under a no repair model as a
function of N for five values
of M with λ = 1

10 years. No-
tice that to maintain a partic-
ular level of reliability (PDL5
value), more check drives are
required as the number of data
drives increase.

List of Symbols
N Number of data drives λ Individual drive failure rate
M Number of check drives µ Drive repair rate
T Total number of drives PDL5 Probability of data loss within 5 years

Model 2: Individual Drive Repair

We now consider the effects of repair on the reliability of a RAID system. The mod-
eling of drive failures is the same as in the no repair model, however, we now allow
failed drives to be repaired one at a time. This is reflected by the new Markov chain
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presented here. When a drive is repaired the system moves from state i to state i− 1.
If drives are repaired at a constant rate µ, independent of the number of failed drives,
the system moves from state i to i− 1 with effective repair rate µi = µ.

This figure shows PDL5 as a
function of N for five values
of M with λ = 1

10 years and

µ = 1
6 hours. Notice that these

curves are spaced evenly apart
for PDL5 on a logarithmic scale.
This indicates that a RAID sys-
tem under the individual repair
model withM+1 check drives
is exponentially better than a
RAID system withM check drives
and all other parameters the same. 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
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Model 3: Simultaneous Repair

It is more realistic to expect that drives are repaired simultaneously rather than one at
a time. When a repairman arrives to fix one drive, she will fix all failed drives. This is
captured by the Markov chain shown here.
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The effects on predicted reliability of the RAID as a result of this change to the model
are negligible. For example, with M = 5, the PDL5 for the simultaneous repair model
is 0 - 3% lower than for the individual repair model, and the effect grows linearly
with N . The same relationship holds for other values of M with a smaller constant
of proportionality for smaller M . For large M this effect might be significant but the
reliability model is not sensitive to this modification.

Model 4: Imperfect Repair

Here we will attempt to capture the effects of human error on the reliability of RAID
systems. We will build on the simultaneous repair model using its Markov chain but
will use different effective failure and repair rates. We suggest that when hard drives
fail there is a probability p that in servicing those drives some other hard drive will be
damaged and the already failed drives will not be repaired; there is a probability 1− p
that the failed drives will successfully be repaired. Therefore, the effective failure and
repair rates are λ0 = T λ, λj = (T − j)λ + µ p for j > 0, and µj = µ (1− p).

This figure shows the effects
on PDL5 of considering imper-
fect repair. Notice that even
for p small, imperfect repair de-
creases the reliability of the sys-
tem by several orders of mag-
nitude. Doubling p decreases
the reliability by at least one
further order of magnitude. For
largerM the effect is more pro-
nounced with a decrease in re-
liability of as much as 10 or-
ders of magnitude.
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Other Effects Modeled

• Sector errors: a small portion of a hard drive becomes unreadable and additional
protection is required to recover lost data

• Delay of service: hard drives are repaired infrequently

• Rebuild time: drives take some minimum amount of time to repair during which
time other drives may fail

• Silent Data Corruption: data may be written or read incorrectly. Additional data
redundancy allows this to be detected and corrected.

Conclusions

• For a fixed number of data drives N , increasing the number of check drives M
dramatically increases the reliability of the RAID.

• For a fixed total number of drives T , a single large RAID system is more reliable
than two RAID systems with the same data rate N/T .

• The reliability of RAID systems is often overstated. To ensure persistence of im-
portant data more check drives are required than are typically deployed.
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